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About This Game

Neon Universe this is a cross between a rhythm and a runner game, first-person view will completely transfer into the world of
neon, speed and drive. The game is made in the most friendly player style, neon will not burn your eyes, the control involves a

minimum of buttons, the music did not like? Press Backspace and you have a new track. Do you want a little difficult but
interesting achievements? That too,  Neon Universe.

Why choose Neon Universe?
Just because it's gorgeous music from TeknoAxe, it's a modern game design with a touch of neon, it's crazy and fast game play,

start a little easier, and in 5 minutes you will be carried with a crazy speed, overcoming complex and various obstacles!
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Title: Neon Universe
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
SharF Co.
Publisher:
SharF Co.
Release Date: 2 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 and Higher 64-bit

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT / AMD Radeon HD 5670 / Intel HD Graphics 4000 with 512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible on-board

English
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Best played with friends; while you can play by yourself, you'll likely get bored once you learn the quirks and mechanics of each
level.. izi cheaters obvios walls and aim. by the time the Fast Food Joint building is available, i've already got plenty of food and
entertainment available. There's nothing the Fast Food Joint building adds that makes it worth taking up space on my island.

the mission it adds is very cheap, fast, and easy just like fast food dur hur. This game is a mix of Growtopia and Terraria, it's
really fun to play, and it's even better to play with friends. This DLC is good. It expands your 2 normal scenarios (adds new tech
trees and coastal defenses skins). The new Armistice and Carnage scenario is really good mainly because it's late war and
everyone has good technology and have equal chances of winning a war. It's really fun to play as Whites or Bolsheviks or even
as Germany or France. I would definately recommend you to buy this DLC because it would improve your game a lot! I didn't
talk much of the gameplay so that I don't spoil your fun but it's fun to play as any nation.

I would rate 10\/10.. This is a game that really confused me with it's outstanding puzzles and story.. Awesome Characters for
multiplayer, however not many players <3
Matchmaking will take forever :(. pretty fun. a must own. really good for getting into VR. good for getting aggression out or
breaking stuff in your house.. This game is
OKEY-DOKEY
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Too barebones too be engaging.. its a rip of when you try and install it it tries to find a file called AGEIA physx wich is the
nvidia physz but the game does not recognize it, you try and contact THQ as steam says they dont anwser you and forget about
steam helping they just sell the game there is no kind of support from them, so unless you can find this program you going to
loose your money, THANKS STEAM. Good Game, i was suprised by the huge amount of parts. However a few things i have
come across in sandbox:
1) Landing gear dont want to retract
2) Cant disable pitch/roll on wings which made it harder to takeoff with a plane
3) i dont seem to be able to get spinners to spin quick enough for a helicopter, they seem to reach a limit which isnt enough
4) Parachutes dont seem to do anything when deployed
If these things were fixed then it would be quite a good sandbox game. if its just me being stupid with the things above and its
just me not doing something right please point it out. thanks.. The update killed this game. If you have a vive you really need to
own this game. there is a surprising variety of things to do given the wave based shooter aspect of it. The art style is absolutely
wonderful and is carried through all the assets in the game. the controls are responsive and the gunplay is very satisfying. With
the recent addition of night mode, there's even more variety for every stage.
This is a must buy for any vive owner, it belongs up at the top with audioshield and holoball, without a doubt.. One of the best
fighting games, needs more attention.
Don't buy this for story mode though, it's not the main focus of this game. It's just there for the sake of being there.. Yes Is
Good. VINDICTA is an incredibly fun FPS that is a serious contender for best VR game I've plated so far. I was pleasantly
surprised by how polished the game looks despite still being in Early Access, the graphics are great. I really appreciate that there
are various options for movement (swinging your arms or using the trackpad). Combat feels fluid and it's very easy to get used
to the mechanics, even for someone who (like me) doesn't usually play FPSs.

I did run into some issues (most notably, the world appears much bigger than it should and I can barely reach keyholes - I was
able to work around this by changing height via OpenVR Advanced Settings), but after contacting the developers it's evident
that they're actively working hard on improving the game. Overall, I definitely recommend this game even in its current state,
and I believe it will get much better in the future.. what a waste of time...couldnt you just make a youtube video or something?
Nothing to see here people trust me!

Major update:
Fixes:
Fixed camera shaking
Deleted whole developer stuff
FXAA update
Fixed glowing
Obstacle particle fix
Item particle fix
Player death particle fix

. Complete Refub! 2019:
New Ship, now game using 3rd face camera.
New Graphics.
New Effects.
Completely new UI include Speed Bar, steam avatar etc.
Performance fixes.. Another update (not so major):
Added Garage (visual only)
Obstacle Rework
Recompiled game, required space reduced by 15%
Fixed loading bar. Game Patch :
Fixed:
Game crush
Game space twice
Some in game changes
Updates:
Road texture updates
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